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Fuel Tanks . . . Where and Why, Part I

or no need for multiple or long range fuel tanks, nor is it usually ... will run out over your legs and across the cockpit floor .... The assumption being (accurate or not) that .... and installation of most of these components regardless .... fairly coarse wire mesh (about 16 meshes/inch) . . . brass ..... estimate to the next nearest yard. 
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FUEL TANKS . .



WHERE AND WHY Parti Not all tanks go Inside the airplane.



LT SOME POINT in the construction of your airplane you will have to decide what to do about your fuel supply and storage needs. On the other hand, you may not have this problem if your plans are detailed to the extent that the fuel system is adequately portrayed. This is usually the case with some of the newer composite aircraft designs featuring fuel tanks built into the basic structure. For the most part, however,



many of the older plans seem to reflect but a token effort, depicting a nominal fuel tank in a recommended location. Designers know that builders are often not content with the amount of fuel provided for in the basic design but cannot provide enough options to satisfy every-



one. Partially to blame for this discontent was the old mania for more power. This, in turn, made the requirement for more fuel capacity a very real need. However, the "horsepower mania" has, hopefully, seen its peak and so, you would think, has the need for installing oversized fuel tanks in every nook and cranny. Alas, not yet, apparently. Still another mania seems to be taking hold. The craving to fly long distances nonstop. And then there are those among us who simply would like to experiment and try out different ideas. Ideas like carrying fuel elsewhere than where shown on the plans, or installing multiple tanks or tip tanks. Or, how about ideas like making a galvanized, brass, fiberglass or a terneplate tank instead of an aluminum one. The temptations seem endless. I'm sure that similar thoughts occur to most of us



from time to time . . . isn't that how progress is made? On the other hand, why reinvent the wheel? Maybe if we reviewed the various fuel options and their good and bad features we would change our mind and content ourselves with the basic fuel system depicted in our plans. Fuel Tank Location Options Before you can even begin to consider how much fuel you can or should carry you must decide where to put it. Where? The options are familiar to most of us: 1. Up front in the fuselage ahead of the instrument panel. 2. In the fuselage behind the seats (baggage compartment area).



3. 4. 5. 6.



Under the fuselage (belly tank). In the wings. On top of the wing. At the wing tips.



Except, perhaps for some "way out" idea like towing a helium filled air-trailer with integral fuel cells,



that just about covers the locations that can be used. At the risk of being repetitious, everything else considered, your choice of a location for your fuel tanks should certainly be that shown by the aircraft's designer. He will have considered all of the above optional locations and selected an arrangement best suited for his design and the basic mission for which the aircraft was intended. Be realistic. The average homebuilt has little or no need for multiple or long range fuel tanks, nor is it usually designed with this purpose in mind. More fuel on board means more weight on board. You cannot pack and move a fuel tank about like you can baggage. That is, it must ordinarily occupy a fixed location. As such it becomes the largest variable load factor on board affecting the balance (center of gravity) of your airplane. A tank located in the general area coinciding with the optimum center of gravity of the airplane naturally affects its aerodynamic balance the least. This is true whether the tank is full or almost empty. The Fuselage Nose Location



A tank located in the nose of the aircraft generally induces a nose heavy condition when full and by the time the fuel is close to being exhausted the airplane will be experiencing a tail heavy condition. Just how severe an effect this variable condition has on the aircraft's balance is directly related to the size of the tank



and its distance ahead of the center of gravity location for the aircraft. But this location has other disadvantages which may or may not offset the advantages inherent with this nose location. A fuel tank in the nose of the fuselage, in effect, houses the fuel inside the cockpit as there is, ordinarily, no partition between the tank and the pilot in a small aircraft. This means that if the tank springs a leak, it will run out over your legs and across the cockpit floor filling the compartment with unbearable fumes. Even worse, the exhaust outlets are sometimes directly under the same area constituting a potential fire hazard. In SPORT AVIATION 23



a similar way, careless refueling could result in overflow fuel dribbling into the cockpit unless the tank is so installed that this likelihood cannot occur. Should it ever be necessary to remove a nose tank unbelievable complications would arise. These would involve removal of the throttle linkage, the tachometer drive cable and other control lines and wiring. The problem could even be greater when a center console makes up part of the cockpit interior. You might keep these things in mind when you are completing your cockpit interior. Your fuel tank must be made to be removable without getting into a major disassembly of the cockpit



area. Another drawback to the nose location for a fuselage tank in a small aircraft is the close proximity of the instrument panel to the tank. If you intend to install a radio in the panel you may have to cut out an area in the fuel tank to allow this luxury. In addition, it may be necessary to build the tank with a tunnel running through it so that your tachometer cable, throttle, etc. can pass through without having impossible bends imposed on them. In the case of a small Continental engine with a mechanical starter cable, the routing of it is complicated by a close fitting fuel tank that nests close to the firewall and to the top of the fuselage. The nose location for a fuel tank is not all bad though. It is a convenient and most frequently used location for a tank in conventional aircraft. There are a number of advantages due to this location. For one thing, the fuel cap is visible to you. It is very unlikely, therefore, that you would take off with the fuel cap removed. Not only that, if your cap is one with a built-in ram air tube, you would more likely notice it if the line boy reinstalled it incorrectly with the ram air inlet facing backward. An up front location makes it easy for you to check your fuel supply even if you have to get up on your toes to do it. Also the location enables you to economize on your plumbing. The lines will be shorter and the routing more direct and simpler to install than those to a remote tank area. All in all, a lighter installation is possible. One that affords a reasonable chance of utilizing a gravity flow installation. Gravity never fails (fuel pumps do). The maximum capacity possible, of course, is limited by the fuselage dimensions. Except for the typical single seat biplanes, which are blessed with a rather generous length of nose ahead of the instrument panel, this is normally a rather small area in most homebuilts. Consequently, the tank has to be rather small in capacity. Aft Fuselage Locations The obvious advantage to this location for a fuel tank is that there is usually plenty of room here to accommodate a fairly large tank. This aft area is seldom selected as the primary location for a single fuel tank for conventional aircraft although such an arrangement can be found if you looked around hard enough. It is more properly used as a location for a second tank, an auxiliary tank. Although there is usually plenty of space for an aft fuselage tank, it cannot, unfortunately, be used with abandon as the location is usually a considerable distance behind the center of gravity. A varying aft loading generally requires frequent trim adjustments. In addition, a generally undesirable tail-heavy condition results when the tank is full. Here, too, an aft fuselage tank, like a nose tank installation, is very close to the cockpit environment. Although a leaking fuselage (aft) tank would not create as hazardous a fire potential as would a leaking nose tank, it would be a health hazard. Understandably, an aft location for a fuel tank re24 AUGUST 1982
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suite in a more complex installation because a longer fuel line is necessary as is, generally, a fuel pump. While an aft tank might adequately feed the carburetor through gravity flow during level flight or descents, it will not during a nose high or climb attitude. It all depends on the fuel plumbing hook-up, of course, but be prepared for some unexpected operational quirks if you install an aft tank. In a tail dragger, the installation sometimes is plagued with the front tank fuel flowing to and overflowing the aft tank . . . this can happen in spite of a duly installed one way check valve. Finally, too, the aft tank introduces fuel management problems that most of us can do without. It is difficult to obtain an unmonitored flow from both tanks at the same time in this type of installation. The pilot, therefore, should be able to select either tank at will or to be able to transfer the aft tank fuel into the front



main tank.



A Belly Tank? The best thing to say for a belly tank is that it constitutes a potential source for a spectacular pyrotechnical display in the event of a gear-up landing or a gear



wipe-out in a ground loop. Such an installation may be



O.K. for military aircraft but has no merit for the average homebuilt. A removable belly tank used as an infrequent long range tank poses more construction and installation problems than it is worth. Besides, who needs the extra drag? Wing Tanks The frequently cited advantage of putting fuel in



the wings is that it gets the fuel away from the cockpit area. The assumption being (accurate or not) that



in the event of an accident the occupants would be exposed to a reduced fire risk. Wing tanks can take several forms. Most commonly wing tanks are separate from the wing structure and
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into a tubular spar for structural purposes would have



to be kept to a minimum and properly sealed. All in all,



it would seem that the biggest advantage of such an installation would be the savings in weight and the cost of separate fuel tanks. However, any integral tank, be



it a tubular spar or whatever, is in effect part of the aircraft's structure and cannot normally be removed. Very obviously, then, any integral tank that for any reason begins to leak would represent a major repair and reconstruction undertaking. Think about it. Removable wing tanks located in the top wing of a biplane or in a high wing aircraft can provide a far more efficient installation than they can in a low wing aircraft because they permit the use of a simple gravity



flow system.



WING LOCATIONS



are fabricated so as to be removable. Sometimes, though, the wing structure is altered and a portion of the wing



Not all wing tanks are made to go inside the wing. In years past a number of aircraft designs utilized a wing tank that was mounted on top of the wing or affixed to the center section of a biplane. This type of



tank is highly accessible and would be easy to install



and remove. Plumbing is simple and direct and good use may be made to use the classic gravity flow system most effectively. Since the tank would be exposed, although it need not be, its workmanship ought to be presentable (most fuel tanks are far from being pieces of art). It is fortunate, therefore, that a tank mounted on top of the wing can be easily built into a streamline shape. In this form it should not create too severe a drag penalty in a slower aircraft. Any tank mounted in a high wing or the top wing or a biplane is difficult to service without a step ladder. Likewise, checking to see if the tank is full becomes a distasteful ordeal and an often ignored ritual.



is converted into an integral fuel cell. In addition,



there have been attempts to convert tubular wing spars into integral fuel tanks with varying degrees of success. As a serious builder you should approach the idea of changing the wing structure to accommodate wing tanks with caution, particularly if the designer of your aircraft has made no provision for such an installation. Without the proper structural analysis it would be risky to undertake to convert 4 or 5 feet of the wing's leading edge into a wing tank . . . or, for that matter, to remove a couple of ribs between the spars for a fuel bay. Nose ribs, wing rib center portions and skins, especially those near the root area of the wing, are important structural elements. Their alteration or removal could weaken the wing and reduce its torsional rigidity. As for an aircraft utilizing a tubular spar, it could conceivably be made to double as a fuel tank if properly prepared. However, in the past builders have experienced difficulty in installing internal baffles to keep the fuel from surging along the spar's length. As you can imagine, the slightest maneuver will send the fuel "swooshing" down or up the narrow confines of the spar. The recently developed EXPLOSAFE expanded aluminum mesh may provide a simple means for slosh suppression. A tubular spar filled with EXPLOSAFE would virtually eliminate the need for internal baffles and would seem to make the large aluminum spars a serious contender for becoming the most efficient fuel



tanks around. However, unless the tubular spar tank system allows the engine to be fed from both spars simultaneously, or through a header tank, fuel starvation could occur anytime a wing is dropped . . . as in a turn. A couple of points worthy of consideration by anyone contemplating tubular spar fuel tanks. The installation of the filler necks would probably have to be at



each wing tip. Of course, the number of holes drilled



Tip Tanks



Wing tip tanks can be very obvious, as on a Cessna



310, or very inconspicuous as add-on wing tips. Wing tanks really get the fuel out away from the cockpit area and, theoretically, locate it in the safest place possible . . . at the wing tips. Tip tanks have considerable merit when compared to a crowded small fuselage location. However, they could introduce structural problems if the tanks are unduly large, poorly designed and installed or if the torsional rigidity of the wing is marginal. Tip tank installations are heavier because of the greater distance the fuel lines must be routed. Then, too, the capacity of an already small tank may be further reduced because it is difficult to connect the proper plumbing at or near the bottom of the tank and still keep all the connecting hardware inside (out of the slipstream). Tip tanks require a periodic flow and use monitoring in order to maintain a reasonable trim condition



laterally. As with integral wing tanks, the installation of tip tanks should be cleared with the designer if possible; otherwise, a structural evaluation is advisable. Actually, structural loads that would be imposed by tip tanks could well be more severe under landing conditions than under flight conditions. In general, these are the basic locations for fuel tanks. The one or ones best suited for your purpose will



depend largely on your aircraft's design. You can't go wrong in selecting the installation that is traditional for your type of aircraft. After all, it must have proven to be effective or it would not be in general use. If you would strike out on your own, it would be



advisable to think out all the advantages and disadvantages of the tank location and fuel system you propose to install before you commit yourself.



More next month.
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FUEL TANKS . . . COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES Part II



IT DOESNT MATTER what your tank is to be made of or how it will be made . . . all fuel tank components are uniformly similar. The components we speak of are filler necks and caps, finger screens, vents, shut-off or selector valves, aerobatic flop tubes, quick drains, fuel quantity indicators and floats. Not really a fuel tank component but an essential accessory to any tank installation are the tank straps and installation hardware. Depending upon the complexity of your airplane fuel system, you will be concerned with the proper location and installation of most of these components regardless of whether your tanks will be made of fiberglass, aluminum or some other material.
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Filler Neck and Cap



We generally assume that the filler neck and cap



FILLER NECK



will be built into the top of the tank. Filling a tank in a homebuilt from below would be difficult although not



impossible if you would prefer to emulate airline practices. A filler neck should have a large enough diameter to easily accommodate the standard fuel hose nozzle used at most airports. This means the opening will be at least 1%" in diameter. Anyhow, that size provides a little peeking space when the nozzle is inserted, besides that is the sized opening of most stock filler neck units sold to builders. Fuel filler caps are either vented or non-vented and you must be aware of the difference. They can also be of the type that screws on to the top of a filler neck of some length or be of the type that is secured to a low profile or flush adapter assembly. Then, too, there are the flush-fitting variety as well as the familiar pressure fuel cap kind that looks like it might have been appropriated from someone's thermos bottle. A fuel tank fitted with one of those long necked filler caps sticking out of the cowling of a biplane may look natural and in keeping with the design atmosphere for the airplane. However, the same type filler neck, with
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cap perched on top, would look very much out of place on an advanced concept airplane like the Dragonfly, Long-EZ, or, yes, even a Falco. Not only does a protruding filler neck create drag, it spoils the appearance of an otherwise clean (streamlined looking, that is) airplane. Installing a flush type fuel cap assembly in a fuel tank is no more difficult than installing the protruding neck variety. It, too, may be welded or riveted to an aluminum tank or bonded with epoxy and glass cloth to a fiberglass tank. Where the extra work comes in is when you have to build an access door in the fuselage or wing skin for it. In addition, a small corral needs to be built up around the filler opening to keep overflow fuel, during servicing, from leaking into the aircraft. This little compartment must seal perfectly and be fitted with a drain overboard. The extra effort is generally worth it. When deciding on the exact positioning of the filler opening you should visualize the aircraft in its normal ground attitude. Place, or locate, the filler opening on the high point of the tank as it rests in that attitude. This will minimize the likelihood that your fuel will seep out of a full tank on a hot day. Ah, you say the fuel would, more likely, leak out the vent line? True, if a vent line were installed. But what about an installation where the vent is in the filler cap?



Vents Most aircraft fuel systems are vented, either through separate vent lines from each tank, or less frequently, through vented fuel caps. The vented fuel cap installation is most frequently found in gravity-flow fuel systems. This type filler cap ordinarily has a curved length of tubing soldered or brazed into its top. The tube opening points into the slipstream so that the entering air pressurizes the tank. This is a very important proviso for gravity flow systems as many low wing aircraft can only achieve a marginal fuel head pressure without the assistance of the ram air effect generated through a ram-air inlet. There is a risk incurred when the ram-air vent is installed in the filler cap. It is the likelihood that someday the line boy (line person?) will install it facing aft. It may look more streamlined that way but without the ram-air boost you could experience the startling effects of fuel starvation. This blunder, however, would be difficult to overlook as the fuel cap in a single tank installation is generally right in front of your windshield. CAUTION: If you must depend on a ram-air vent, be it in the filler cap or a separate line running from the tank to some point outside the aircraft, it must be the sole vent or the ram-air effect will be lost. A ram-air vent line must be used in combination with an unvented cap. Likewise, a ram-air tube fitted into a cap cannot develop ram-air pressure in the tank if a separate vent line is open in the tank elsewhere. In either event, the consequence can be engine malfunction or failure. Vent lines and ram-air inlet tubes are generally %" or %" tubing. There inlet opening must face the slipstream and must be located in an area of positive undisturbed flow. A tube secured to the firewall, even though it projects well below the aircraft, may still be in the disturbed air turbulence of the exiting engine compartment air. If so, it will fail to develop the ram effect you need. Think your installation through thoroughly. When a vent line is used, its positioning in the tank is very important. Improperly installed, you would lose some of your fuel capacity through overflow. Another thing, mud daubers and insects can plug up your vents and you may not even notice it. Play it safe and fit the ends of all vents with screens.



Finger Screens



Perhaps the most important element of the fuel tank is its finger screen. It is located in the bottom of the tank and should filter out any foreign matter or debris that might be in the tank, or be introduced into the tank while



the aircraft is in service. The screen is a slender (finger-like) filter made of a fairly coarse wire mesh (about 16 meshes/inch) . . . brass
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or galvanized. You can easily make your own finger screen by cutting a piece of wire mesh and forming it around a dowel or fountain pen. The end is then crimped and all edges soldered. The completed unit, about 3" long, is soldered to a brass fitting which screws into the fuel tank sump opening. NOTE: Do not use acid-core solder in aircraft work. Use the resin-core variety to avoid creating a corrosive condition in the vicinity of the soldered unit. If you prefer, you can purchase ready-made finger strainers through most any homebuilder supply outlet. These finger strainers have a standard %" external male pipe threaded portion which screws directly into the fuel tank sump flange. The fittings internal thread is a V*" pipe thread into which a fuel line fitting or shut-off valve may be inserted. Although some builders of composite aircraft are permanently bonding in their tank screens, since it is easier and cheaper to do so, I believe a removable screen to be the superior installation. For one thing, you can remove it for inspection and cleaning if necessary. Recently a local VW-powered homebuilt suffered fuel starvation in flight, but luckily a successful deadstick landing was completed as the aircraft was but a couple of miles from the airport and high enough to make it. Its fuel line was clogged with debris. Unfortunately, in blowing the line out, no attempt was made to capture the offending matter so we don't know what it was. The finger screen in the fiberglass tank was a non-removable one and made of a very coarse mesh hardware screen. By running your fingers around the inside of the filler neck you could feel a pronounced roughness inside the tank. Since the tank screen cannot be removed the owner is unable to determine if debris is building up around his screen just awaiting another opportunity to do what inanimate objects do best to us humans.
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Fuel Valve Vs. Selector Valve Call it what you like, "selector valve" or "shut-off valve" . . .both do essentially the same thing, because when you operate either one you are selecting an option, even if it is just to shut off the fuel flow.



Each tank should have a valve to shut off its fuel flow



so that you can work on the fuel system. A shut-off valve really serves no other functional purpose during the life



of the aircraft because most of us leave the valve on all the time. In theory, the fuel shut-off valve might have to be used during an in-flight emergency so you must locate it where it can be reached. In a two-tank installation a shutoff valve could be used to control the flow of fuel from a transfer or auxiliary tank. It all depends on your installation.



Fuel valves are made of brass and they are HEAVY. Because they are heavy, you should consider mounting the valve on the aircraft structure rather than screwing it directly into the sump flange of the tank. Heavy fuel valves have been known to cause fatigue cracking in aluminum tanks due to prolonged vibration. It has happened more than once or twice! If you intend to remote the fuel valve control to the instrument panel or to some point you can reach easily, SPORT AVIATION 23



orient the handle so that vibration cannot cause it to work down and shut off the fuel flow. The ON position, therefore, is best situated in the down location. Incidentally, if your fuel valve takes much more than 5 pounds of force to operate, you had better take it apart and check it out. Don't be too picky, however, most vavles work easier when they are wet with fuel in their natural environment. FLOAT WIRE
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Fuel Quantity Indicators Most fuel quantity indicators are of the magnetic type activated by a mechanically connected stiff wire arm on which a cork float is impaled. As the fuel level changes, the cork float rides with the fuel level operating a variable resistance transmitter attached to the upper end of the float wire. When the float rides to the top, as when the tank is full, the minimum resistance is produced through the tank-mounted transmitter. This generates the maximum current flow to the fuel quantity gauge installed in the instrument panel. As the fuel level falls, the resistance in the transmitter increases, producing a lesser current flow to the fuel quantity gauge. The pointer reflects this with a proportionately small deflection. The sender unit, consisting of the cork float, wire arm and the mechanically attached transmitter, is installed through and secured to the top of the tank by means of



a circular plate.
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Are you planning to install an old unit you happen to have? Or maybe install a used fuel quantity transmitter on an aircraft being rebuilt? Be advised that old fuel gauges may give erroneous fuel quantity indications because of broken and/or corroded wires in the fuel quantity transmitter unit. At any rate, before you install the unit permanently, first determine if the fuel quantity gauge and the transmitter you have are compatible with each other. Then check the units out by performing a continuity or resistance bench check of the indicating system. Carefully follow any wiring instructions that are included with a new instrument or it may be damaged. Shorten (cut) the float arm wire and adjust the float so that it swings freely through its entire range of movement. You want accurate EMPTY to FULL instrument needle deflections. Once adjusted, do not bend the float arm. Insert the assembly in the tank and check again that the cork float does not stick or wedge against the tank bottom (EMPTY position). Calibrate each of your gauges to read zero in a level flight attitude with the amount of fuel remaining down to the unusable level. Remember, in some tanks a lot of fuel is unusable. If internal baffling is present, assure yourself that the float will not snag on it and be prevented full movement. If EXPLOSAFE material is used to fill the tank cavity, be sure that the float and arm are protected by an enclosure, or chamber, that provides at least %" to 1" clearance all around the float for all levels.



FUEL TANK ELEMENTS - SIMPLE SYSTEM (SCHEMATIC)



Finally, a good separate ground wire connection is essential, particularly for a fiberglass (non-metal) gas tank. Oh yes, use a new gasket under the transmitter mounting plate when installing that old float assembly in the tank.



Some aircraft have a separate gauge for each tank. Others share one gauge among several tanks by utilizing a switch to obtain the reading for the level of fuel in



each tank in turn. Still other aircraft have fuel tank selector controls with a fixed relation between the selector and the fuel quantity indicator, making it necessary to switch fuel flow to a particular tank to obtain a reading of the amount of fuel remaining. Confused? Who wouldn't be. Your fuel tank system needn't be that complicated. Remember those wire-and-float fuel gauges on the old 24 SEPTEMBER 1982



J-3 Cubs? Simple, eh? Reliable, too, when properly constructed because they required no switches, no selectros and no mathematics to mess with. They were totally trouble-free. It seems to me that an improvement is no improvement at all if it imposes additional requirements on the pilot. Flop Tubes For Inverted Right If you are building your aircraft with the avowed intention of flying it inverted for prolonged periods of time you should install a "flop" tube. This is a length of specially fabricated flexible (limp) hose that flops down when the aircraft is inverted so that its pick-up end remains in the fuel supply and the engine never misses a lick. These units are available, prefabricated, for a number of popular aerobatic aircraft. The units, as sold, require a pick-up tube adapter for installation. The inverted pick up tubes vary in length for different size tanks. Check your catalogs for guidance. The thing to remember is that you must install the assembly before you close up your tank. Should you decide to purchase your fuel tank, you should specify that you want it fitted for inverted flight . . . if that is your best suit. Is it true that some folks resort to aerobatics because they have trouble holding the airplane straight and level? (Don't write, I'm only
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Quick Drains



If you cannot drain all of the fuel from your tanks through the gascolator on the firewall, you must install a separate drain in the lowest point of each tank. Otherwise water could accumulate in the sump area of the tank and never drain out until so much water builds up that it eventually enters the system. It is possible for that much water to build up from condensation alone over the years. Inflight maneuvers can cause this water to get into your fuel lines and may cause engine failure without too much warning.
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FUEL TANK VENT INSTALLATIONS (RAM AIR)



It doesn't seem possible that a couple of skinny straps could be capable of supporting large tanks full of fuel . . . but they can and do. The ideal tank strap is made of stainless steel approximately .050" x 1" wide with the length to suit the installation. Usually some means must be fitted to the strap which will permit it to be tightened around the tank to better immobilize it. It might seem like a good idea but forget it, amigo. Aircraft tanks never have tabs welded to them for bolting directly to the aircraft structure. Vibration will usually terminate such an installation with leaky cracks or broken lugs as your reward. Fuel tanks, you will find, always are suspended or cradled in padded straps. The padding is neoprene or a material that is, preferably, fire resistant and nonabsorbant. However, many builders are using felt strips stuck to the steel straps with plyurethane varnish, contact cement or some other readily available adhesive. No part of the steel strap should ever be permitted to touch the tank lest it damage it. Taking Stock



If you intend to fabricate your own tank(s) you ought to obtain or make all of the components you will need before you start fabricating the tank. Then you will know what size openings you will need and if you can get the proper orientation and clearnaces for the various units that go both inside and outside the tank. Next month we get into fuel tank construction



methods.
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FUEL TANKS . . . MAKING THEM OF FIBERGLASS Part III FIBERGLASS TANK appeals most to the builder who needs an odd-shaped tank, a tank that must have a cut-out area for long instruments, radios or other accommodations. To meet these needs a metal tank would be very difficult to assemble and to weld, even for a good aluminum welder. What else can we say in behalf of the lowly fiberglass fuel tanks? They are functional, of course, but not very pretty because of their disarrayed surface overlaps here and there. Properly made, however, a fiberglass tank, in spite of its appearance, is stronger in some respects than a similar tank made of metal. Certainly, it is not as vibration sensitive or as prone to embrittlement and cracking. A fiberglass tank is really fairly easy to make although it can be a very messy operation. Soon after the resin is applied it begins its downward flow on vertical surfaces and finally drips all over the work area floor and anything else that gets in its path. As a result, vertical surfaces at the upper end tend to be resin-poor while the lower portions become thick with resin. The areas in between become lava-like streams that ultimately harden on the surface. This is no problem when laying up horizontal surfaces but it always is one when you try to glass vertical or nearly upright surfaces. One very nice feature typical of a fiberglass tank is that it can be easily repaired in the aircraft . . . if the leak source is accessible. Another nice thing, if the tank doesn't leak to begin with it is most unlikely that it will ever spring a leak from a vibration induced crack, or from whatever it is that sometimes plagues metal tanks. You may have noticed in other aircraft that a fiberglass tank is translucent and, if left unpainted, can serve as its own gas gauge. This means that an installation where your tank is visible to you would provide you with a constant and positive visual indication of the level of fuel remaining . . . a nice feature that eliminates the need for installing an expensive fuel gauge that may or may not work as well. Making a fiberglass tank is less expensive than buying a ready-made a l u m i n u m tank.This is true even when you include the cost of making a mold. There is one thing you should keep in mind when you are building a fiberglass tank. Most builders have a tendency to overbuild, adding too many layers. The consequence is that their tank will be much heavier



than a metal tank of like capacity (remember, it's a fuel tank . . . not a Sherman Tank). The Materials Needed



The glass cloth most used in tank construction is a standard weave (Volan A-C treated) material having a weight of between 6 ounces and 9Va ounces per square yard. The heavier the cloth, the fewer the number of plys (layers) will be needed. You should realize, though, that the heavier weaves are somewhat more difficult to wet thoroughly and to bed down around a small radius. Naturally, this leads to a heavier layup. Fiberglass cloth varies greatly in weight, appearance, texture, strength and suitability for aircraft structural applications. Even though a gas tank is not a structural element, you may not want to use some kinds of fiberglass cloth that may be found locally, particularly if the cloth has not had a Chrome Complex Treatment or a Volan A-C treatment. Standard "boat cloth", however, wets out good and has long been used successfully by builders. However, if you worry a lot, you would probably rest better if you were to purchase the glass fabric offered for the VariEze, Long-EZ and other composite builders. (Browse through the classified pages of this, or any other issue of SPORT AVIATION for sources of supply.) What about the use of fiberglass mat? Mat wets out easily and lays well.The materials, however, when used results in an uneven rough surface with very little strength because it is made of short glass fibers. Not only that, it takes more resin to wet it out. Of course, this means a heavier layup than one made with regular woven glass . . . and one without equivalent strength. Actually, I guess what I am really saying is that the use of fiberglass mat in a fuel tank is unnecessary as it contributes little more than bulk and weight. What Resin To Use?



Your choice of resin will be between epoxy and polyester. Both resins work well with Volan treated cloth. Both resins wet the cloth easily enough and can be applied in much the same manner. There the similarity ends.



Ordinarily, epoxy is more expensive than polyester resin. Epoxy, too, is less likely to be obtainable



locally and probably would have to be ordered from afar. However, epoxy is the more docile of the two varieties as it will not react unfavorably with any of the materials normally used in aircraft construction. It also affords you a reasonable working time for your layups. While epoxy has no adverse effect on foam materiSPORT AVIATION 91



\ The start of a mold for a fuselage fuel tank. The end pieces and bottom are glued together first and a number of individual foam strips are bonded in to obtain the top curvature.



als you may be using, it could have an adverse physical effect on you. Some people are highly allergic to epoxies and they must take great care to use protective measures and to avoid bodily contact with uncured resin. Epoxy sticks good to most anything that's not waxy or oily. It will adhere to cured polyester layups. Polyester, on the other hand, cannot be expected to adhere reliably to an epoxy surface. Polyester resin is a thick syrupy liquid which, when catalyzed with a few drops of Catalyst MEKP, sets up hard in a very short period of time. Polyester resin eats away (dissolves) some types of foam as quickly as hot coffee melts away a sugar cube. This resin dries hard and brittle, so it is not surprising that a polyester glass cloth layup is, likewise, somewhat more brittle than an epoxy layup. Because the polyester resin sets up hard quickly, it is much easier to complete a tank layup in one work session than it is with epoxy. Epoxy takes hours . . . 4 or more, usually, while polyester cures enough to touch in a matter of minutes. There is a big difference in resins and this is just as true of epoxy as it is of polyester resins. Some formulations of either kind (epoxy or polyester) may not be compatible with fuel. If you don't know for sure, you had better check it out for yourself before you spend a lot of money building a tank with a resin unsuited for fuel tanks. Fuel has been known to react with some types of fiberglass surfaces. The problem becomes apparent only after the internal surfaces of the tank dissolve into a sticky gummy film that could ultimately find its way into the engine and cause carburetor problems and sticking valves. If you are not sure of your epoxy's characteristics, I would recommend using the Safe-T-Poxy used by many composite aircraft builders. It has proven to be fuel proof over a number of years of operation. As for polyester resins, there are so many brands and formulations that only a first hand testing can assure you that it will be fuel proof. If you know of some other builder who has used a particular brand and has experienced no trouble, you could probably expect to do likewise. The type of resin (epoxy or polyester) you elect to use in fabricating your tank is really a matter of personal preference as good tanks have been made with either plastic. My own preference is epoxy. Whichever you use, follow the instructions and abide by the recommended safety precautions. You don't want to lose your eyesight or become physically incapable of completing your project. How much resin will you need? It depends, naturally, on how good you are in guessing how much to mix at 92 OCTOBER 1982



The partially shaped foam molds have been turned upside down and the sump bulge is being glued on for each tank.



Note the Surfoam plane used to shape the tank mold. Yes,



it is much easier to shape when you remove ALL the nails. USE



CARPENTERS WOOD GUIE (WHITE)



FOAM ASSEMBLY



USE NAILS OR I/I6" WELDING ROD SKEWERS ABOUT 4" LONG WITH ENDS SHARPENED



KEEP GLUE AWAY FROM OUTSIDE EDGES - TOO HARD TO SAND..



FIGURE



DUCT TAPE OR MASKING TAPE



CARDBOARD



CORRUGATED CARDBOARD M O L D S - B E V E L ALL EDGES WITH A DISC SANDER BEFORE TAPING



one time, how messy you are, and how fast you work (sometimes a factor). Of course, a large tank requires more materials than a smaller tank but it is a safe bet that you should be able to complete an average size tank, say 20 gallons, with less than a gallon of resin. A gallon will saturate about 40 square feet of 9% ounce glass cloth . . . but not for everybody. The amount of glass cloth needed will have to be calculated from the dimensions for your tank. Figure how much material it will take for a single layer and then multiply that amount by 4, rounding the whole estimate to the next nearest yard. Figure on 4 layers (plys) for the average tank layup. With the overlapping that will take place on the corners and edges, the number of laminations will average out to be somewhat more. Don't skimp on your cloth estimates because you will undoubtedly need additional cloth later for use in your fairings, and possibly in a cowling. It seems we never get enough of most anything the first time. Here is some important information. Neither polyester nor epoxy layups, when cured, will stick to a waxed surface, glossy Scotch Tape, Cellulose Acetate Sheet, grey duct tape or a Silicone Rubber Coating (Dow Corning). With all this fixed in your mind, let's see what can be done to minimize the work of making and using a functional mold for your fuel tank layup.



The completed foam tank molds ready to be sealed. Note the well rounded edges. It Is much easier to lay fiberglass around a generous radius.



SEALING A FOAM TANK MOLD (OPTIONAL METHOD)



COVER FLAT AREAS WITH WAX PAPER OR CELLULOSE ACETATE AND SECURE ALL EDGES WITH SCOTCH TAPE



WAX PAPER OR CELLULOSE ACETATE



SCOTCH TAPE



Making Tank Molds Let's face reality. The old way of making a mold is now considered to be: 1. Primitive, 2. Archaic and, 3. Downright messy. There is no longer a need to make a built-up mold that must then be covered with layers of plaster or Hydrocal B - l l . Such molds are very messy to shape and are notoriously heavy and difficult to manage. Why not consider one of these alternatives: 1. A foam mold 2. A corrugted cardboard mold Making A Foam Mold



Any kind of foam is suitable for making a fuel tank mold. Have you ever seen those pale blue smooth-textured building foam sheets carried by lumber supply outlets? They are quite economical and make good materials for mold construction. You would probably have to buy a whole 4' x 8' sheet of it but since it can also be used for other purposes it won't be wasted. Most commercially available foam, such as colmon "Expanded Polystyrene Plastic" (Styrofoam) is very low in strength and will dissolve in the presence of most solvents or their fumes. These volatile solvents include lacquer thinner, contact cement, acetone and, yes, polyester resin. A foam mold can be very easy to make. You can



Shown is a partially completed fuel tank and a solid foam mold for a second tank. Using a solid foam mold is not recommended unless you intend to cut the tank In half for Its easy removal . . . how else could you get it out? Some foams can be dissolved with a solvent b u t . . .



cut and shape the material with most any cutting tool or abrasive tool. Use the foam in any thickness you have. It could be as thin as V or as thick as 2", if you need the bulk. The mold is going to be discarded or destroyed later, anyway. Cut out a single piece of foam for the bottom of the tank; make two end pieces, two side pieces and the top piece (or pieces). There you have it ... a homemade kit for a tank mold. These parts should be assembled and bonded together using common carpenters (white) glue (Elmers, Bordens, Weldwood, etc.). To hold the pieces in alignment while the glue is setting, use long nails or short lengths of stiff wire (skewers) poked through the edges of the foam parts. See Figure 1. Allow at least 4 hours for the glue to dry. Shape and smooth the tank mold to dimensions that are about V 
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Fuel tanks, where an.. - Size 

to the extent that the fuel system is adequately por- ... And then there are those among us who simply ... factor on board affecting the balance (center of gravity).
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Part I: Colors and the brain 

How does the brain perceive colors and how can it â€œtrickâ€� us? To answer that ... What light sensitive cells on the retina allow us to perceive colors? Which type ...
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Surviving Panzer I Tanks - The Shadock's website 

Oct 5, 2017 - Yuri Pasholok, October 2016 - https://www.facebook.com/ww2motors/. PzKpfw. I Ausf. B â€“ Patriot Park, Kubinka (Russia). The Russian ...
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Engine-Theory-Fuel-I 

tion (a result of diesel engine devel- ... able to legacy aviation engines by EFII, ..... high pressure fuel is sprayed directly into the combustion chamber, gaining.
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Fuel and fuel systems 

combustion and to help in starting the engine. If the vaporization rate is too high, vapor locks can form in the fuel lines. AVGAS needs to be free of any com-.
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PART I - Blackwell Publishing 

while Phoenix, in Arizona Territory, followed that May 1897.1 In the .... itional territory; soon only exhibition rights .... began and ended with films of women that.
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MVS Details -Part I 

source code of MVS itself. ... customers, but sadly IBM is now implementing an "object code only" policy, so .... (this will appear to the user as an 0C4 abend). .... RSM also maintains an Available Frame Queue (AFQ), which is a list of pages ..... C
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PART I - Blackwell Publishing 

Venezuela, which had heated up after gold ..... The two star films were Cissy. Fitzgerald in her dance and the John C. Rice-May Irwin kiss, and I decorated the.
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PART I Cellular Physiology 

mines survival: 95% of cystic fibrosis patients die from res- piratory failure. ...... horror movie are familiar examples of the body responding automatically to ...
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Antimicrobial Chemotherapy Part I 

Treatment - antimicrobial agents are administered to cure existing or suspected infection ... Initial empiric therapy. â€¢ Synergy .... 1st generation plus- anaerobes.
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Part I: Nuclear fission 

Bohr's wife) exist in an 'afterlife' from which they revisit event in the past, .... 2) scientific judgments and decisions are based on evidence and reasoning, not on ...
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The Article, Part I 

Jul 27, 2005 - It has largely kept the force of drawing attention to something. ..... also loosely be taken as possessive (â€œmy letterâ€�), but the force would be â€œthe letter from me. ...... 94 Neither in the Hebrew nor the LXX is the expression a
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Canada Gazette, Part I 

10 juil. 2019 - abuse, at which time the government can intervene immediately to ... searching for qualified Canadian workers before being able to apply to the.
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Chapter 4 Part C: Fuel system - electronic fuel injection engines 

Electronic Fuel injection (EFi) with turbocharger on RS Turbo models. Application . ... .See Chapter 1. Fuel cut-off switch - removal and refitting .
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Marriage Promotion Part I - jeboycott 

Some research and text included in this report was originally published in the following texts listed ..... mainstream anti-Iraq War venues and documents. ...... Jacobinism, beat Robison's book to the printer.86 ...... directed seminars for the U.S. 
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Part I: Block-Structured Grids 

to generate a grid in the entirety of a volume defined by a complete boundary. ... covers a script-based meta-language approach to structured grid generation in ...
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Where do I go from here? 

Mais Dieu nous aime tant ; Il ne nous a pas aban- donnÃ© dans notre .... Mes petits enfants, je vous Ã©cris cela afin que vous ne pÃ©chiez pas. Mais si quelqu'un a ...
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Why I Was A Surrogate Mother 

Sep 8, 2011 - always viewed surrogacy as a long babysitting project. .... Surrogacy has been around forever (the more traditional form, of course), but ...
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Why hybrid cars succeed where other green cars fail 

3.5. 6.4. 2.1. 0.2. 15.2. Emigration. 1. 0.5. 0.2. 0.6. 4.3. Tropical cyclones. 0 ..... The dual propulsion system and the ensuing control complexities made the model ...
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Where I hung out during my stay 

are Edith Piaf, Oscar Wilde, Jim Morrison amm buried. 16 rue du Repos, Paris, ÃŽle-de-France. +33 1 43 15 81 81 www.pere-lachaise.com. 9 DU PAIN ET DES ...
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Surviving Russian light Tanks (part 2) - The Shadock's website 

Apr 13, 2018 - T-126SP (T-50 prototype) â€“ Kubinka Tank Museum (Russia) ... around Petrozavodsk on 24th July 1941 (The first battle loss of T-50 tanks).
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Where I Belong LTS - Les Talons Sauvages 

WHERE I BELONG. ChorÃ©graphe : Maggie Gallagher. Description : 32 temps, 4 murs, beginner, line-dance. Musique: "That's where I belong" de Alan Jackson.
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Why I Was A Surrogate Mother 

Sep 8, 2011 - boy. I have been a surrogate mother three times (twins in February 2007 and .... people hate pregnancy, they're probably not going to do this for ...
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5D relativistic atom optics and interferometry. Part I. jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj 

Jan 4, 2013 - photon and atom optics thanks to formulas valid for arbitrary mass. ... In a second part, the ordinary methods of optics (Lagrange invariant, Fer# .... product, we obtain a new relativistic invariant which is the differential of the.
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